NOTICE INVITING GLOBAL EXPRESSION OF INTEREST (EOI)

The General Manager, Ordnance Factory Khamaria Jabalpur on behalf of The President of India/ Govt. of India invites Expression of interest from Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs) or Authorised Vendors or Export Agencies authorized/sponsored by foreign Governments (applicable in the case of countries where domestic laws do not permit direct export by OEMs) in supplying us technology for 23mm APIT/ HEIT AMMN through royalty based payments and elicit response of the probable vendors to draft RFP conditions.

(a) Item Description: Expression of interest to select a Supplier for manufacture of 839329 rounds of 23mm APIT and 1884753 rounds of 23mm HEIT in India. Supplier shall provide full Technology to OFK. But in place of Upfront Transfer of Technology (ToT) fees, OFK will pay Royalty proportionate to the items being manufactured/ assembled in India and issued Amns to Indian Armed Forces in terms of Royalty.

(b) All interested vendor/OEM are requested to forward/send their EOI along with documents as per EOI and detailed proposal to The General Manager, Ordnance Factory Khamaria Jabalpur-482005 within due date.

(c) Bidder should mention EOI No. and opening date on envelope containing documents for EOI.

(d) The details of Notice for EOI, Technical specification (Enclosure 1), DGQA trials (Enclosure 2) User trials (Enclosure 3) and Delivery schedule (Enclosure 4) are available on website http://ofbeproc.gov.in. The same can be viewed by any vendor as normal viewer.

(e) Last date of receipt of application/EOI : 27-12-2019 up to 1:30 PM

(f) Contact details: Shri. A. K. Patel Jt. General Manager /OFK : 0761-2742427

(Arvind Kumar)
Dy. General Manager
For General Manager